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and how being an optimist
can make it more of
what you want it to be

Optimism is not about seeing the world through rose-colored glasses
or ignoring pain and reality. It’s a real strategy for more health,
happiness and success backed up by conclusive scientific research.

1.

enjoy
Optimists

• Pessimists are 3 times more
likely to die from heart disease.
• Optimists live longer.
• Pessimism is a risk factor
for developing cancer.
• Optimists have better
cancer outcomes.

better health
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n the past 30 years many scientific studies have shown
that a lifestyle of optimism is associated with good health.
At the same time there’s a clear link between pessimism
and poor health.
American psychologist Martin Seligman has been the pioneer of the research into the impact of an optimistic lifestyle
on the health of an individual. In the early nineties, Seligman
and his team got involved with a study of 120 men from San
Francisco who had had their first heart attacks. Psychologists
and cardiologists were trying to prove that training the men
to change their personalities from aggressive and hostile to
easygoing would have an impact on their heart disease. It
didn’t.
But subsequently Seligman and his team used the extensive interviews with the men to rate their optimism, counting
the “because” statements that showed how they explained

whatever happened to them in their lives. Such statements
illustrate the “explanatory style” of people. The key difference between optimists and pessimists is how they explain
success and failure in their lives.
Pessimists see failure as permanent, personal and pervasive—something that’s part of them and that they cannot
change. Optimists, however, see it as temporary, non-personal and specific—something that’s related to circumstances beyond their control and that they can change if they try
again. Their views on success are the opposite: Optimists see
success as something long term and global, something that
results from hard work. Pessimists, however, are more likely
to view success as something short-term and accidental.
Within eight and a half years, half the men in the San
Francisco study had died of a second heart attack. Could
Seligman predict who would have a second heart attack?
As Seligman writes in his book Flourish, none of the usual
risk factors predicted death: not blood pressure, not cholesterol, not how extensive the damage from the first heart
attack was. Only the men’s levels of optimism eight and a
half years earlier predicted the second heart attack. Of the
16 most pessimistic men, fifteen died. Of the sixteen most
optimistic men, only five died.1
This finding has been confirmed in many studies since.
One landmark study was done in the Netherlands. Nine

hundred and ninety-nine 65- to 85-year-olds were followed
for nine years. At the beginning of the study in 1991, all
participants had to answer the following four questions on a
1 to 3 scale.
• I still expect much from life.
• I do not look forward to what lies ahead for me
in the years to come.
• I am still full of plans.
• I often feel that life is full of promises.
During the nine years of the study, 397 people died.
Pessimism was very strongly associated with mortality.
Optimists experienced only 23 percent of the heart disease
deaths of pessimists, and only 55 percent of the overall death
rate compared to the pessimists.2
The relationship between optimism, pessimism and heart
disease goes two ways in the studies. High optimists die at
a lower rate and high pessimists die at a higher rate than
average. Optimism strengthens people against heart disease,
just as pessimism weakens them.
Optimism protects against cancer as well. The 2009
meta-study “Optimism and Physical Health” analyzes 83 separate studies of optimism and physical health; 18 of these,
involving 2,858 patients, concern cancer. 3 The study shows
that optimistic people have better cancer outcomes and that
pessimism is a risk factor for developing cancer.
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Optimists are

• Optimism is a cure
for depression.
• Changing the way
people think about
their lives is far more
effective in relieving
depression than
dispensing drugs.
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essimism and depression are linked. Psychologist
Martin Seligman gave questionnaires to thousands
of depressed people and consistently found that
they were also pessimistic. However, that does not
necessarily mean pessimism causes depression. In a
multi-year study, Seligman found that pessimistic children
are more likely to become and stay depressed. But that
may merely indicate that pessimism precedes and predicts
depression rather than causing it.
Then he followed a different reasoning: If pessimism
were the cause of depression, changing pessimism into optimism should relieve the depression. A study of depressed
pessimists were taught through cognitive therapy to change

the way they explain life events to themselves.4 The study showed
that changing explanatory style from pessimism to optimism relieves depression markedly. Changing the way people think about
their lives turned out to be far more effective in relieving depression than dispensing drugs. It also means optimism is indeed a
cure for depression. Pessimism is not the only cause of depression
(genes, hormones and other factors play a role); consequently,
optimism is not the only solution. But it is a major one.
The good news is that the prognosis is so encouraging: Even
a single session of cognitive therapy targeted at enhancing the
sense of control and coping in case of incapacitating disturbances
after a natural disaster, for example, contributes to the well-being
of the individual.5
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• The pessimist feels like a victim, the optimist 		
searches for solutions. That search is
empowering and gives her or him a reason
to live.
• Studies show that a sense of purpose
reduces the risk of death from disease.
• “He who has a why to live can bear almost 		
any how.” —Friedrich Nietzsche
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any more people today have the means to live.
At the same time many fewer seem to be able to
find meaning in life. Decades ago life was easier.
When you were born on the farm, you were
needed on the farm. Your meaning in life was
not a question. With abundant choice to do, be and buy
whatever you want to, finding a purpose in life has become
a challenge for many.
There is an epidemic of depression today that comes
from the rise in individualism and the decline in the commitment to the common good. We need to reconnect with our
communities and our common objectives to find the meaning in our lives again. American psychologist Salvatore
Maddi extensively studied what makes executives strong in
the face of challenges. He found that the healthiest executives are the ones who have a feeling of commitment to a
purpose.

Psychologist Martin Seligman says: “Optimism by itself
cannot provide meaning. Optimism is a tool to help the
individual achieve the goals he has set for himself. It is in
the choice of the goals themselves that meaning—or emptiness—resides.” Seligman argues that people should learn
to become optimists. That’s the way out of depression and
meaninglessness.
The Japanese have a word—ikigai—that means having
something worth living for. There are several scientific
studies that show that ikigai reduces the risk of death from
heart disease. Purpose, a connection to something larger
than you are, makes life fulfilling and it protects against
disease. Optimists see possibility around them. They find
it easier to enthusiastically commit themselves to a cause.
That cause strengthens their optimism. And their optimism
fuels their purpose. That becomes a healthy reinforcing
cycle.
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sur
vivors
Optimists are
resilient

• Optimists know they’re not in control of everything that
happens but can determine their responses.
• The longer you look for something, the better your chances
of finding it. Optimism breeds perseverance.
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ife is not easy. Despite all the messages to the contrary, it is not meant to be easy. We are here to learn
and in the learning we find our meaning. In 1978,
psychiatrist M. Scott Peck wrote The Road Less
Traveled. The book begins like this: “Life is difficult.
This is a great truth, one of the greatest truths. It is a great
truth because once we truly see this truth, we transcend
it. Once we truly know that life is difficult—once we truly
understand and accept it—then life is no longer difficult.
Because once it is accepted, the fact that life is difficult no
longer matters.”

As soon as we stop resisting and truly accept our
challenges, we can learn our lessons. Optimists are resilient. Their positive outlook on life protects their mentality
in challenging circumstances. Dennis Charney, dean of
research at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine, examined
750 Vietnam war veterans held as prisoners of war for six
to eight years. They were tortured and kept in solitary confinement. But unlike many of their fellow veterans, they did
not develop depression or post-traumatic stress disorder
on release. After extensive interviews and tests, Charney
found 10 characteristics that set them apart. Optimism
was on top, altruism second. A sense of humor and having
something to live for (meaning in life) were important factors too.6
The optimist knows he is not in control of all that happens in his life, but that he does determine his response to
it. The pessimist feels like a victim; the optimist searches
for solutions. And there is always a solution, or at least
the beginning of one. After actor Michael J. Fox developed
Parkinson’s disease, he related in a television interview
how he finally came to terms with it: “The answer had
nothing to do with protection and everything to do with perspective. The only choice not available to me was whether

or not I had Parkinson’s. Everything else was up to me. I
could concentrate on what I’d lost, or I could keep living and
discover how the holes would fill themselves back up.”
The resilient optimist’s eternal quest makes him someone who endures. Optimism and persistence go hand in
hand. You can’t find answers or solutions if you aren’t
prepared to keep searching and digging. At the same time,
you can’t find them if you don’t first accept the truth at the
deepest level. That’s often a painful process. Optimism
isn’t always fun and happy, and it has nothing to do with
rose-colored glasses. The focus of the optimist is on the
potential change. He embraces yes and fights against no.
The optimist makes the conscious choice to endure in times
of hardship. It is illuminating that the Chinese use the same
character for endurance as for patience: the patience required to wait for the moment when you can once again act
effectively. That wise patience is also evident in theologian
Reinhold Niebuhr’s famous prayer: “Grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change
the things I can and the wisdom to know the difference.”
To some extent optimism is a self-fulfilling prophecy.
The longer you look for something, the better your chances
of finding it. Optimism breeds perseverance.
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• The most successful athletes are the most optimistic ones.
• The most successful people in business are optimists.
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n 1983 a study of 104 life insurance agents showed the
relationship between optimism and success. All 104
agents scored very high on the initial optimism test.
After one year 59 of the 104 had quit.
The agents who scored in the less optimistic half
were twice as likely to quit. Agents who scored in the least
optimistic quarter were three times likelier to quit than the
agents who scored in the most optimistic quarter.
And the agents who scored in the most optimistic half
sold 20 percent more insurance than the less optimistic

agents from the bottom half. The agents from the top
quarter sold even 50 percent more than the agents in the
bottom quarter. This study showed that optimism predicted
who survived and who sold the most.7
Based on this study, the insurance company Metropolitan
Life decided to test all applicants for their optimism. The
strategy made Met Life, which had lost the industry leadership to Prudential at that time, very successful because
employees who would have caused problems and would
have quit earlier in the past were no longer hired to begin
with. The choice for optimism helped Met Life regain industry leadership over Prudential.
In sports we see the same. Athletes that have an optimistic explanatory style are more successful. The thing that
sets them apart is that they know how to come back from
defeat. Here’s a story taken from Martin Seligman’s book
Learned Optimism about swimmer Matt Biondi who won 5
gold medals at the 1988 Seoul Olympics.
A few months before the Olympics, Biondi and his team
mates had participated in a test to determine their levels

of optimism. He came out in the top quarter of an already
highly optimistic team. As part of the test Biondi’s coach
had simulated defeat under controlled conditions in the
pool. As part of his practice Biondi swam the hundred-meter butterfly all out. Biondi’s time was 50.2 seconds—a very
good time. However his coach told him that his time had
been 51.7 seconds—a bad time for Biondi. The coach told
him to take a short rest and then swim the race again. This
time Biondi clocked 50.0 seconds. Because of his optimistic
explanatory style Biondi got faster—not slower—after
defeat.
This test served him well. In his first two races in Seoul,
Biondi disappointed. He took a bronze and a silver medal
instead of the golds he had been expected to take. Had
Biondi peaked too early? Was he not the superstar people
had expected?
However, while the press and the audience lost their
faith in him, Biondi, confirming the test done months earlier,
bounced back from defeat and with his five remaining races
he brought 5 gold medals back to the United States.
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• We live in the most peaceful era ever.
• Overpopulation is a myth.
• Natural resources abound.
• We’re living longer.
• Democracy is spreading.

better

The world is a
place than you think
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WE’RE LIVING LONGER
We’re living longer—and for those who savor life, with
all its ups and downs, that’s good news. A hundred years
ago, our ancestors could expect fewer than 50 birthdays—
and even that was nearly 20 more than the global average.
In 2010, that worldwide average had risen to 67.2 years,
and even 78.2 years in the US.8

THERE’S MORE DEMOCRACY

W

hen you read the paper, surf the web
or watch the news, it may seem that
our world is in dire straits. All indicators appear to move in the wrong direction. That’s not the case. Here’s an
overview of the news you don’t hear or read about. It’s our
well-documented summary of key indicators of the status of
our lives and our societies. Get ready for a true and happy
experience. The world is a better place than you think!

For essentially all of human history, groups of people almost everywhere in the world have been governed by nonelected leaders. Some leaders worked their way up through
the ranks to become military or religious commanders;
others enjoyed the happy accident of being the firstborn
son in a royal family. The idea that all men and women may
vote for a politician to represent them in their country’s
government is relatively new.
Forty years ago, American think tank Freedom House
published its first annual report ranking the world based
on democratic freedoms. A mere 40 countries had free

elections. Back then, Spain and Portugal were military dictatorships. Much has changed in the intervening decades.
In the 1980s, many military regimes fell in Latin American
countries, including Argentina and Brazil. In East and South
Asia, too, modern civil freedoms arose. After communism fell apart, the 1990s brought democracy to Eastern
Europe. Today, Freedom House counts 87 nations as “free
countries,” a doubling in less than four decades. With an
additional 60 countries that are “partly free,” that leaves 48
countries still labeled “not free.” 9

WE ARE GETTING SMARTER
It was in 1984, during his work as a researcher at Otago
University in New Zealand, that James Flynn happened to
see a series of average IQ scores of Dutch conscripts. In
1952 that average was 100. Ten years later it had gone up
to 106.2, another ten years later to 112.4, to reach 121.1 in
1982. That steady increase aroused his curiosity. He then discovered that the same thing was happening in other countries
as well: an increase of around 20 IQ-points per generation. 10
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THERE’S MORE FREE TIME
We are busy, busy, busy. And yet we work shorter
hours than any previous generation. In 1950 the number of
working hours for full-time employees was 2280 per year.
In 2005 it was 1720 hours. 11

countries and 2.3 percent in poor ones. By the end of this
century, our great-grandchildren in rich nations will be two
and a half times wealthier than we are, and people in poor
countries will be at least nine times wealthier than their
counterparts today.13

THERE’S MORE INNOVATION

WE’RE GROWING MORE FOOD ON LESS LAND

A study of 46 major innovations showed that the time
it took to make a competitive copy of the original idea has
dropped from 33 years in 1895 to 3 years in 1975—and
the tempo hasn’t slowed since. When Apple launched its
first iPad on April 3, 2010, it took less than five months for
Samsung to put its nearly identical copy, the Galaxy Tab, on
the market.12

The area of the earth’s surface devoted to growing grain
has hardly changed since 1965. Yields in tons, by contrast,
have more than doubled. And this isn’t an isolated case.
Since 1900, the global population has increased by 400 percent. In the same period, cropland area has increased by 30
percent, average yields by 400 percent and the total crop
harvest by 600 percent. Per capita, food production rose 50
percent in the 20th century. 14

WE’RE GETTING RICHER
Until 1800, the value of the global economy hardly
changed, though there were periods when things got somewhat better or worse. The average person in the world of 1800
was no better off than the average person of 100,000 BC.
The Industrial Revolution changed everything. People
left for the cities, general health improved, schools were
built. For the past two centuries, the economy has grown
spectacularly, and everyone’s profited.
The compilers of the fourth IPCC climate report sketched
a few possible future scenarios. In even the gloomiest—where the authors assumed a population explosion,
minimal technological progress and the lowest standard of
living—the forecasted annual growth was 1 percent in rich

THERE’S LESS VIOLENCE
Just a few centuries ago, violence was pervasive.
Beheadings were public entertainment. Heretics and
witches were burned at the stake. Men beat their wives.
Fathers beat their children. Slavery was common. There
was constant war.
Recently the twentieth century confirmed this trend.
Millions died in two world wars, the Holocaust, the purges
of Stalin and Mao. But since then the world has been
changing rapidly. More and more democracy and education
have led to a more peaceful world than ever. In 1991,
the FBI reported 758 cases of violent crime per 100,000
American residents; in 2010, the number was 404. The rate

of murder and voluntary manslaughter halved in that same
period. Worldwide data show the same development. In
2002, 94 countries reported some 332,000 murders to the
United Nations; in 2008, the number was 289,000. During
that time, the number of reports declined in 68 countries.
Today, you’re more likely to drown in a swimming pool
than die a violent death. That’s a luxury no one outside this
generation has ever known.15

THERE’S PLENTY OF SPACE
When the world’s population passed the 7 billion mark in
2011, yet another wave of fear and trembling rolled across
the globe. Where will we put them all? The United Nations
predicted population growth would continue in the decades
to come. That may be so, but experts agree that the world’s
population will stabilize this century, or at the latest early
next century—probably between 8 and 10 billion, possibly
as high as 15 billion, according to last spring’s UN report on
population—after which it will begin to decline.
So suppose 15 billion people are living in groups of
four in detached, single-story, 1,800-square-foot homes
on quarter-acre lots, the median size according to the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s
2010 American Housing Survey. Together, those billions of
homes and billions of yards occupy 6,328,125 square miles:
a total area smaller than Brazil plus Australia. Hardly standing room only on Spaceship Earth. If all 6,999 billion came
to the shower for the 7 billionth baby, the state of Maryland
would offer plenty of space for everyone to dance.16
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ou are on a walk and you see your friend
Sarah on the other side of the street. You
wave, but Sarah doesn’t wave back. In fact,
she turns a corner without even noticing you.
If you are a pessimist, your thoughts may go
back to your last conversation with Sarah; you start thinking
that you may have said something wrong and that Sarah is
angry with you. Soon, troubling thoughts ruin your happy
walk. The negative feelings of the pessimist lead to withdrawal and inaction. You don’t bounce back from a setback.
In fact you allow your negative feelings from one situation to
pollute your next experience. Your life becomes miserable.

If you were an optimist, you would have had a very
different response. You would have thought about all the
possible causes for Sarah not seeing you. She could have
forgotten to put in her contact lenses that morning; she
may have been lost in thoughts of her own; or she simply
may have had a bad day. As an optimist, you don’t lose
the connection with Sarah even if she doesn’t wave back.
You see the cause of the setback in your life as temporary,
changeable and local. You don’t feel helpless. That’s why
optimists are happier and healthier people.
The crucial clue is that the things you tell yourself—your
self talk, that endless stream of unspoken thoughts that run
through your head every day—determine your experience.
The non-waving Sarah is not present. It is you with your
thoughts. Pessimists need to learn to change their self-talk

to rediscover their optimism. If you want to become more
optimistic, you need to identify the areas of your life that
you tend to think negatively about. Most pessimists are not
pessimistic about everything. Their pessimism flourishes in
certain important areas.
When you have identified these areas, check yourself
regularly during the day. Are you finding your thoughts
mainly negative? Then you need to learn to dispute your
thoughts. You need to challenge your own thinking and try
to look at possible alternative outcomes. In case of the example above, is there any evidence that non-waving Sarah
is angry? Or are you just speculating? What other reasons
could Sarah have had for not waving back?
You can learn to turn negative thinking into positive
thinking. Here are some examples:

POSITIVE SELF-TALK

NEGATIVE SELF-TALK

It’s an opportunity to learn something new
I’ll tackle it from a different angle
Necessity is the mother of invention
I wasn’t able to fit this into my schedule,
but I can re-examine some priorities
I can try to make it work
Let’s take a chance
I’ll see if I can open the channels of communication
I’ll give it another try

I’ve never done it before
It’s too complicated
I don’t have the resources
I’m too lazy to get this done
There’s no way it will work
It’s too radical a change
No one bothers to communicate with me
I’m not going to get any better at this
Train yourself to think like an optimist and you will gradually become one, with a resultant improvement in your
moods and your view of yourself and others.
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